Monthly New Awards - November 2019

Bourgault, Annette
Stop Auscultation of Feeding Tubes (Safety Study)
Sigma Theta Tau International
$1,000
College of Nursing

Bridge, Candice
Service Contract for the Federal Public Defender, Tampa Office
Federal Public Defender
$600
College of Sciences

Chang, Ni-bin
Watershed Master Planning Initiative Pilot Program phase 1
FL Atlantic Univ
$75,000
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Fairey, Philip
RESNET: Task Order #3, IECC Plan Review and Field Certification Schema
Residential Energy Svc Network
$21,823
Florida Solar Energy Center

Fathpour, Sasan
CMOS Compatible Si/Lithium-Niobate Mach–Zehnder Modulators
IMEC
$37,504
College of Optics and Photonics

Gleig, Ann
Religion and Sex Abuse
Regents of Univ of California
$22,498
College of Arts and Humanities

Hoffman, Phil
CPB TV 19-21 Community Service Grant
Corporation for Public Broadcasting
$943,287
Communications and Marketing

Kilbride, Mike
UCF Business Incubation Program
Winter Springs Seminole County
$250,000
Presidential Division

Lyakh, Arkadiy
High Brightness Long Wave Quantum Cascade Laser Development
IRGlare, LLC
$32,000
NanoScience Technology Center

Mayo, Talea
Do You See What I See: Improving the Communication of Hurricane Storm Surge Risk with GIS Mapping
University Corp for Atmospheric Research
$45,774
College of Engineering and Computer Sciences

Ross, Jerome
Support for NEC's Small Business Outreach Activities
Wells Fargo Foundation
$30,000
Presidential Division
Santiago, Luis
Comprehensive Resilience Analysis of Shoreline Changes in South Puerto Rico
Univ of Puerto Rico Rio Piedras Campus
$34,862
College of Community Innovation and Education

Walters, Linda
Developing Infographic-Based Information Sheets to Enhance Public Understanding of Florida’s Invasive Plants
FL Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
$1,992
College of Sciences